	
  
Biography after Communism:
Romanian Poetry after 1989

Biografia dupa Comunism:
Poezia Româna dupa 1989

Call for Submissions (DUE July 1, 2013):

Invitație participare (până la 1 Iulie 2013):

Romanian residents are kindly invited to submit 4-6
poems written after December 24, 1989 to this bilingual
anthology of contemporary Romanian poetry. This
collection seeks to illustrate how everyday living relates
to imaginative writing by placing the poems next to the
poets’ own prose reflections on place, nationality,
religion, language, food ways, music, or folklore. The
anthology will contain 25 selected poets from diverse
backgrounds. Once selected, each poet will also be
invited to describe—in 250 words—how their cultural
biography might relate to their formal innovation.

Rezidenții români sunt invitați să trimită 4-6 poezii
scrise după 24 decembrie 1989 pentru această antologie
bilingvă de poezie contemporană românească. Această
colecție îşi propune să ilustreze felul cum viața de zi cu
zi are legatură cu scrisul imaginativ. De accea poeziile
vor apărea publicate lângă reflecțiile poeților în proză
despre loc, naționalitate, religie, limbă, tradiții culinare,
muzică sau folclor. Antologia va conține 25 poeți cu un
trecut cultural divers. Odată selectat fiecare poet va fi de
asemenea invitat să descrie în 250 de cuvinte modul cum
biografia lor culturală ar putea influența inovația formei
poetice.

The collected poems, alongside the poets’ prose
reflections, will perform a sustained meditation on the
various borders between cultural identity and linguistic
play. How do published poets—as well as their
nonacademic counterparts—construct a national
narrative in their lives and in their work after
revolutionary change? How have Romanian poets
developed their sense of audience after the communist
dictator’s execution? What does it mean to read or write
poetry in today’s post-communist Romania, two decades
after the turn toward transparency, democracy, and
uncensored access to international poets, filmmakers,
and philosophers?
All of the selected poems will be innovative in some
way: emotionally evocative, intellectually provocative,
or aware of their own medium. Some preference will be
given to poems with nuanced English translations. Of
course, poems or songs yet to be translated into English
will also be accepted, with the writer’s permission to
translate. Either poet or translator may submit, with
permission to publish from both.
Additionally, I invite any poets, professors, or students
from across Romania to collaborate with me on the tasks
of gathering, editing, and translating the texts. I also
welcome emails from anyone interested in discussing the
theoretical slippages between cultural identity and
imaginative writing. This anthology is a conversation.
Let’s start.

Poemele colectate, alături de reflecțiile în proză ale
poeților, vor activa o contemplare susținută a diverselor
frontiere dintre identitate culturală şi jocuri lingvistice.
Cum îşi construiesc poeții publicați—dar şi compatrioții
lor mai puțin consacrați—un discurs national în viața de
zi cu zi şi în scrisul lor după o schimbare revoluționară
atât de abruptă? Cum îşi înțeleg poeții români audiența
după execuția dictatorului communist? Ce înseamnă să
citeşti sau să scrii poezie în România post-comunistă a
zilei de azi, la două decenii după deschiderea spre
transparență, democrație, acces necenzurat la poeți,
regizori sau filozofi internaționali?
Toate poeziile selectate vor fi inovatoare într-un fel sau
altul: evocatoare emoțional, provocatoare intelectual, sau
conştiente de mediul pe care îl folosesc. Sunt încurajate
traducerile nuanțate ale poeziilor în limba engleză.
Desigur, vor fi acceptate şi poezii sau cântece încă
netraduse în limba engleză, cu permisiunea autorului de
a fi traduse. Sunt încurajați să trimită poezii atât poeții
cât şi traducătorii, alături de permisiunea pentru
publicare în ambele cazuri.
În plus, invit poeți, profesori, sau studenți din România
să se implice ca şi colaboratori în colectarea, editarea și
traducerea textelor. De asemenea, sunt binevenite emailuri de la oricine este interesat de a discuta despre
derapajele teoretice dintre identitatea culturală și scrisul
imaginativ. Această antologie este o conversație. Haideți
să o începem.

Sincerely, Gene Tanta
Cu sinceritate, Gene Tanta
Submit 4-6 poems and a brief biography as “doc”,
“docx”, or “rtf” attachments to:

biographyaftercommunism@gmail.com
	
  

Trimiteți 4-6 poeme şi o scurtă biografie ca ataşamente
“doc”, “docx”, sau “rtf” la adresa de email:

biographyaftercommunism@gmail.com

	
  
Project background:
With the support of a Senior American Fulbright Scholarship to Romania for 2012-13, I am editing a bilingual
anthology of contemporary Romanian poetry called Biography after Communism: Romanian Poetry after 1989.
This collection carries forward my scholarship on twentieth-century European poetry and poetics by juxtaposing
questions of essence with questions of form within the contemporary Romanian context. It is my hope that this
anthology will include work by a wide range of Magyar, Roma, and Moldavian writers as well as established poets
like Ruxandra Cesereanu, Mircea Ivanescu, and Mircea Carterescu. This anthology focuses on a relatively small,
though diverse, sample of post-communist Romanian poets.
Contextualizing post-communist Romanian poetry with each poet’s biographical reflections sets this anthology apart
from the myriad Romanian poetry anthologies. This anthology should bear out its social relevance, alongside its
aesthetic effects, across the Humanities because contributing poets are invited to reflect in 250 words on how their
cultural biography relates to their formal innovation. In other words, how, if at all, does place relate to the
production of imaginative writing? Inevitably, such contextualization will address the need to engage critical
questions about these 25 poets’ individual and national identities, their sense of audience, and their sense of the
enlarged stage for Romanian poetry. Personally, this anthology offers me glimpses into what I missed by emigrating.
Indeed, this project anthologizes brief prose reflections on place, nationality, language, food ways, popular music,
folklore, religious practices, and so on as much as it anthologizes poems. With our work, my collaborators and I will
be entering a rich tradition of anthology editors who frame imaginative work with broader cultural considerations.
For example: André Breton’s Anthology of Black Humor, Carolyn Forché’s Against Forgetting: Twentieth-Century
Poetry of Witness, Jerome Rothenberg’s Revolution of the Word: A New Gathering of American Avant-Garde Poetry
1914-1945, Rothenberg and Pierre Joris’ Poems for the Millennium, and Paul Hoover’s Postmodern American
Poetry. Moreover, these prose reflections by contributors will make contemporary Romanian poetry more accessible
to non-specialist readers. This is important because, writes Matei Calinescu, “poetry has to play a great social role
not because it can "popularize" some idea or other, but simply because it stimulates the imagination".
Biography after Communism: Romanian Poetry after 1989 continues my doctoral work begun at the University of
Wisconsin on the Romanian moment in the European Avant-garde. In one form or another tropes such as aesthetic
progress, literary realism, and authorial intentionality have preoccupied me my entire life, but it was my reading and
teaching over the past ten years that have helped to shape my desire to edit a Romanian poetry anthology. While
researching the Avant-garde, I came across Tom Sandqvist’s groundbreaking book Dada East: The Romanians of
Cabaret Voltaire (MIT, 2006) which investigates confluences between the pioneering dispositions of the Romanian
members of the Dada movement (1916-1922) and the cultural heritage found in their languages, folkways, and
religions. More recently, Andrei Codrescu has added to this conversation by imagining a metaphorical chess match
between artistic and revolutionary avant-gardes with his book, The Posthuman Dada Guide: Tzara & Lenin Play
Chess (Princeton, 2009). I intend to do my level best to ensure that the anthology I edit will take up the complex
possibilities surrounding the issue of context with the courage, clarity, and good humor of Sandqvist and Codrescu.
More specifically, I intend to continue the qualitative research of Sandqvist and Codrescu by collecting the poems,
permissions to publish, biographical reflections, and arranging for English translations by July 1, 2013. Given the
logistical demands of such a research project, I realize that, practically speaking, I need to limit myself to 25 poets.
As a published American poet, Assistant Professor, and translator fluent in Romanian, I am well positioned to carry
out such cultural research. I anticipate the work to be of publishable quality and of interest to contemporary poetry
readers, Romanian and American Studies scholars, and comparative literature scholars.
Bilingual, the anthology should find a readership among Romanian and English speakers. As is the case with all
dual-language books, the bilingual reader will be able to judge the source to target language fidelity as well as the
musical qualities of each poem in each language. To ensure maximum impact, the anthology will be disseminated in
Romania and to the larger English-speaking readerships in the U.S. and elsewhere. While most distribution duties
will fall to the publisher, I look forward to assisting in the process by organizing readings in the U.S. and in
Romania and by encouraging reviews on various blogs.
I would like to thank the CIES, the Fulbright Commission in Romania, and the American Embassy in Bucharest
without whose generous support this project would not be possible.

	
  

